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CPE courses are important for CPAs and online CPE courses have been an extremely beneficial
option for them. MasterCPE.com is an online CPE website, carefully developed for CPAs, helping
them to complete their respective CPE hours. This website offers almost everything that a CPA
requires to complete his/her continuing education hours. Clicking on www.mastercpe.com can open
up lots of interesting opportunities to CPAs, like offering an array of courses on topics like
accounting and auditing, computer software, ethics, finance, management, personal development,
specialized knowledge and taxation. Moreover, the website also offers the flexibility of state-specific
courses, and all these courses are available at very exciting prices. 

CPAs can find state-specific courses, such as California CPE courses, on the MasterCPE website.
CPAs from California can be rest assured that MasterCPE.com courses are accepted by California
Board of Accountancy. The site has a California specific ethics course.  According to the licensing
requirements of California, a CPA must complete 80 hours of continuous reading during the two
years immediately preceding the license expiration date, with a minimum of 20 hours due each year.
You can find a detailed overview of the hour requirements for CALIFORNIA CPE at
MasterCPE.com. You can complete your hours effectively and efficiently here and this can be the
most cost effective way as well.

Likewise, CPAs seeking online Texas CPE courses can also find MasterCPE.com as an appealing
online destination. For Texas CPE, a CPA needs to complete total 120 hours of continuing training
over a 3 year period, with a minimum of 20 hours per year. Apart from California and Texas,
MasterCPE also offers state specific CPE courses for a number of other states in the USA as well.
A CPA can purchase a $149 subscription that provides unlimited CPE for all types of courses
(except ethics) from MasterCPE.com. CPA with fewer CPE requirements can also buy individual
courses too. Renewing the subscription is also an easy task, with renewal discounts available.  Both
individual as well as group membership plans are available at MasterCPE.

Finally, MasterCPE is an approved program sponsor of continuing professional education credits for
those individuals enrolled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service as Enrolled Agents. Along
with such unique attributes, the website is going to extend a lot many options helping you complete
your CPE credit hours successfully.  MasterCPE is a cost and time effective option offering instant
results and as it is a 24/7 accessible online platform, making it highly convenient for everyone.
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